In 1927 Lewis and Marvin observed the piloerection on the skin surface of men and cats produced by faradic stimulation and considered that this is due to an axon reflex mediated by the sympathetic nerve fibers. Rothman (1939, 1940) and Coon (1939, 1940) made discovery in man that axon reflex sweat ing and/or piloerection was induced also by intradermal injection of nicotine or the agents having nicotinic action such as acetylcholine and lobeline. They thought that the effector nerve endings involved in the axon reflex sweating are cholinergic and those in piloerection are adrenergic nature. They further stated that the receptors for these axon reflexes are pharmacologically similar to the autonomic ganglion in being excited by nicotinic drugs. Wada et al. (1952) extensively studied the axon reflex mechanism, employing the band method and divided it into three components, the receptor, effector and pathway. Rajka (1956) also using the band method, clarified that the receptors for the pilomotor axon reflex resemble, though not in all points, to those for the sweating axon reflex .
The physiological significance of these axon reflexes remains still obscure . However, Bronow et al. (1958) In order to see the influence of varying temperature at the pathway for the axon reflex, the specifically restricted area corresponding to the pathway was controlled to given temperatures.
For this purpose, architecture of a glass tube was modified from that used for controlling temperature at the receptor portion to have elongated kidney shape at its opening, of which outer curvature was 3.0 em, inner curvature 2.5 cm long and the width between both curvatures 0.7 cm, so as that this area of skin was to surround the injection wheal at its edge. Cooled or warmed water was introduced into this area by double tube technic as that used for the experiments on the receptor portion.
The skin temperature was measured with a rod-shaped thermistor of 2 mm in diameter at the tip, with a time-constant of less than 2 see, which was lightly touched to the surface of the skin bathed in water.
It may be noted that the skin temperature became almost identical to that of water in approximately 3 min after the immersion of the forearm into the water.
Vere (1958) showed that the temperature of the skin surface in running water was almost the same as that at one mm under the skin surface. In the present experiments, the temperature at the site of all structures involved in the axon reflex is thought to be approximately, though not exactly, identical.
Only at the time of injection the forearm was withdrawn from the bath, and the injection was made quickly in 3 or 4 sec. The nicotine solution administered into the skin was kept at the same temperature as the skin tempera ture at the site of injection.
The skin surface was illuminated with a projection lamp from an oblique direction in order to make the goose flesh obvious, by producing evident shadows of the papulae.
The time of the appearance of goose flesh was measured with a stopwatch as well as that of a maximal spread of the response and that of the disappearance of the goose skin after the start of injection. When the goose flesh extended to a maximal area, territory margin was outlined with a pencil for dermatograph, while the forearm was kept in water. After the observation of goose flesh, the outlined area was reproduced on a transparent cellophane by retouching and its size was measured with a planimeter.
RESULTS
The time course and extent of the axon reflex pilomotion at varied skin temperatures delayed for 15 sec and the response reached a maximum at 50 sec and continued until as long as 5 min 48 sec on average in 9 tests on 5 subjects. Thus, it is evident that as the skin temperature is lowered, the time course of response becomes slower (Fig. 2) ; namely the onset of goose flesh is delayed, the maximal spread is reached later and the duration of the response is prolonged. The time course and extent of goose flesh, when the skin temperature at the receptor and effector site was changed independently of each other The influence of the temperature at effector site. In order to investigate an influence of the temperature at effector site on the axon reflex pilomotion, the time course and the magnitude of response were observed at varied temperatures on effector site, while the skin temperature at the receptor portion was brought to be constant in each series of experiment as described in METHOD. The effect of temperature on the pathway. In the experiments in which the tem perature on the receptor site is varied, the nerve pathway close to the receptor is also cooled or warmed together with the receptor. Therefore, if the conduction of impulse through the pathway is blocked at extremely low or high temperatures, the axon reflex would be interfered with in its occurrence. So, it was examined whether the axon reflex is affected or not when only the nerve pathway is cooled or warmed at varied temperature. Although the phenomenon of axon reflex goose flesh produced by intradermal injection of nicotine is not thoroughly understood in its physiological meaning, the axon reflex mechanism might participate in spreading of impulse through the ramification of sympathetic nerve fiber in the skin. When the skin temperature is lowered, the axon reflex goose flesh is apt to be enhanced in its duration and spatial extent. This may be compatible with a finding by Bronow et al. (1958) that minimal requirement of nicotine concentration is lowered in provoking axon reflex sweating by a rise in skin temperature, a physiological stimulation for sweat ing. Wada et al. (1952) also suggested that the axon reflex impulse may assist to produce spontaneous sweating from their finding that the subthreshold concentra tion of nicotine can be summated with a subthreshold impulse from central origin, and consequently spontaneous sweating is readily produced in involved field. On the other hand, effector site is apparently dependent on the thermal condition in its time course and spatial extent (Figs. 2, 3 and Tables 1-5) Although the character of receptor is in common with autonomic ganglion, there has not been any evidence of histological existence of ganglion cell in the skin. Wada (1960) postulated that the receptor for pilomotor axon reflex exists at the pilomotor nerve ending and that for sweating axon reflex at the sweat nerve ending. Auerbach et al. (1962) presumed that the site of receptor in the skin might be a point of bifurcation of nerve fiber. Diamond (1959) suggested that the afferent nerve fiber itself has a sensitivity to acetylcholine and nicotine throughout the peripheral region. On the basis of these studies and the results obtained from the present experiment, the location of receptor for axon reflex is supposed to be a part of nerve fiber and this point preserves a nature of nerve cell in pharmacological reaction as synapse. This may be understandable and not unreasonable since the axoplasm of nerve fiber distributing in whatever periphery, is a part of elongated nerve cell.
